Hello.
I’ll start with jailbreak support of devices: I support jailbreaking both Phones/tablets and game consoles and in my case I have all of those devices and all of them are jailbroken and I use that jailbreak as a user not as a programmer or developer.
It would be very nice if jailbreaking software were legal but regardless if it will be or not I’ll always jailbreak my stuff because without it is nearly unusable (not only limited) because most of the functions I use on those devices are possible only with jailbreak.
For game console it is possible to play older games: I have sony PSP console but I still love my old PS one games, I ripped them to special format and it is possible to play them on PSP in my pocked which is impossible without jailbreak and 3rd parties software, that’s the most important capabilities and the rest are minor and less important, but without it my playable game list would be much shorter.
For phone: I use iPhone of course and in that case there are a lot limitations, of course in past few years with various updates apple added a lot of functions which were possible only with jailbreak (but frankly they only copied someone ideas of improving the phone and made it in their software because they had to). When I bought my 1st iphone 5 years ago when it was “as is” it was very expensive piece of junk, It was useful only with jailbreak and I decided to buy it after a long research what can I do with it after that procedure. Right now I have destroyed “Home” button and service demands 300$ for replacing button which I can’t afford and the phone was usable only because jailbreak (I could add custom shortcuts which replaced home button functions for example pushing -+ volume buttons in succession) and of course there are hundreds add-ons to the phone which augments the phone, one of my favorite is “lockinfo” which allows to process information on the lockscreen without unlocking the phone, or downloaded offline version of Wikipedia. All principles are the same for iPad.